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Improvement of Battle Damage Tolerance for Composite Structures 
by 

G. Kagerbauer, D. Weisgerber, 0. Sensburg 
Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm GmbH 
Helicopter and Aircraft Division 
8000 Munchen 80, P.O. Box 801160 

Summary 

The impact of ballistic penetrators in fuel filled tanks generates high dynamic pres- 
sure loading. This damage process is generally referred to as hydraulic ram. 
Hydraulic ram in aircraft fuel tanks results in large damage of structural components, 
which in turn can lead to fuel loss or ingestion into engines, fire and explosion. 
To determine the effect of hydraulic ram to an integral fuselage fuel tank with carbon/ 
epoxy skin, a firing programme was established. Plane carbon/epoxy plates, bolted to an 
impact box, were impacted with single cuboid fragments. Different shock-absorbing mate- 
rials to reduce hydraulic ram pressures on the impact plates, respectively to prevent 
propagation of the shock wave were investigated. 
Multiple fragment impact on.a fuel tank can result in extensive structural damage by the 
combined damage effects of fragments and the superposition of hydraulic ram pressures. 
Multiple fragments were projected against simulated fuel tank sections with carbon/epoxy 
skins of the cocured frame and sandwich design at a hit density of 25 fragments per 
square meter. 

1. Introduction 

Military aircraft have to operate in a man-made hostile environment created by small- 
arms weapons, anti-aircraft artillery and missile warheads, and a maximum of survivabili- 
ty is essential for successful mission performance. The survivability of an aircraft can 
be enhanced by reduced susceptibility and reduced vulnerability. 

Susceptibility, i.e. the inability of an aircraft to avoid the hostile environment, 
is mainly affected by the aircraft's design, tactics and survivability equipment. 
Susceptibility can be reduced by the design to small size, high performance, good manoeu- 
verability, or reduced signature, e.g. smokeless engines or reduced radar signature. 
Tactics should minimize the exposure of the aircraft to the threat and can include the 
capability for terrain masking for example. Susceptibility can also be reduced by the use 
of decoys, e.g. chaff and flares, electronic counter measures or active threat suppression 
by anti-radiation missiles. 

The inability of an aircraft to withstand the damage mechanisms of the threat is con- 
sidered as vulnerability. A hit to the aircraft should not result in a loss due to in- 
stant failure, but in a graceful degradation of the aircraft's structure and components. 
Vulnerability is mainly determined by design and can be reduced by component redundancy, 
component location or shielding, structural design to withstand, tolerate or control da- 
mage, and damage suppression, e.g. against fire and explosion. 

2. Fuel tank vulnerability 

Battle damage records of the conflicts in the past show that about fifty percent of 
aircraft losses after ballistic impact are contributed by the fuel system. The most im- 
portant kinds of fuel tank vulnerability are: 

- catastrophic fuel loss resulting in a significant reduction of available fuel 
- fire and explosion inside the tank by ignition of the fuel-air-mixture in the ullage 
- hydraulic ram, which is caused by the intense pressure waves generated by ballistic 

impact into filled tanks 
- exterior fuel fire due to fuel  spillage outside the fuel tank wall and subsequent 

ignition by incendiary particles, impact flash or hot surfaces 
- fuel ingestion into air intakes and engines resulting in engine damage or explosion 
- fire and explosions in void spaces or dry bays by fuel leakage and subsequent ig- 

nition 

The fuel storage and distribution system generally represents the largest subsystem of an 
aircraft and is vulnerable to all damage mechanisms caused by the encountered threats. 
Nevertheless a significant reduction of fuel tank vulnerability can be achieved by proper 
design. Appropriate structural design and location of fuel tanks, i.e. compartmentation, 
reduction of vulnerable area or shielding by less critical components should be applied 
to avoid catastrophic fuel loss. Fire and explosion can be suppressed by installation of 
foams, inerting gas in the ullage or active/passive fire suppression systems. The use of 
self-sealing or bladder tanks prevents or minimizes fuel leakage and reduces the proba- 
bility of secondary fires and fuel ingestion. The fuel system should also be designed to 
tolerate hydraulic ram. 
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3. Hydraulic ram 

The dynamic pressure generated by the impact of projectiles or fragments into fluid 
filled tanks in generally referred to as hydraulic ram. The damage process is considered 
to consist of three phases, the shock phase, the drag phase and the cavity phase. 

When the projectile, after penetration of the tank wall impacts the fluid, energy is 
transferred to the fluid and a strong hemispherical shock wave is formed. This causes 
a high dynamic pressure loading on the entry wall around the impact hole, which may cause 
extensive damage to the entry wall. 
As the penetrator traverses the fluid its momentum is transferred to the fluid as it is 
decelerated. The fluid is displaced from the flight path of the projectile and an outward 
directed pressure field is generated. The peak pressures in the drag phase are much lower 
than m the shock phase, but the deration of the pressure pulse is considerably longer. 
The radial velocities imparted to the fluid during the drag phase lead to the formation 
of a cylindrical cavity behind the projectile, which is filled by air entering through 
the impact hole and vapor from the boundary of the cavity. As the fluid seeks to regain 
its undisturbed condition one or more oscillating vapor bubbles are formed which generate 
additional pressure pulses. These cavity oscillations are called the cavity phase. 

The hydraulic ram loading on the tank structure can cause large damage, very much lar- 
ger than that caused by the penetrator, and can also be transmitted through the fuel lines 
with subsequent failure or damage to the fuel supply system. 

4. Threat characterisation 

The conventional anti-aircraft threats can be grouped in four types: 

- non-explosive projectiles (penetrators) 
fired from small arms and machine guns 

- explosive projectiles 
fired from anti-aircraft artillery or aircraft guns 

- warheads of missiles 
with fragments, blast or interaction of fragments and blast 

- directed energy devices 
like laser or particle beam weapons. 

For a fighter aircraft with mainly intercept missions the detonation of missile war- 
heads was considered the threat most likely to encounter. This is based on the mission 
requirements and the premises that guided missiles in general are more lethal than gun 
projectiles and that an increasing number of anti aircraft missiles are available in de- 
fense inventories. 

The majority of anti aircraft guided weapons are fitted with blast/fragmentation war- 
heads of the preformed fragment or controlled fragmentation type and are usually proximi- 
ty fuzed. The fragments have a mass of 2 to 7 grams and are generally ejected in beams 
with fairly well defined boundaries, dependent on warhead design. The shape of the frag- 
ments can be cuboid, diamond or random and their initial velocity ranges from 1500 to 
3000 m/s. Fragment hit densities and the magnitude of the blast pressure are determined 
by the shape of the warhead, the size of the high explosive charge and the distance to 
the aircraft on detonation. The blast wave generated by the explosion of the warhead is 
usually the last damage mechanism to reach a target and enhances the damage caused by 
fragments. 

5.  Battle damage concept for a fuselage integral tank 

A battle damage concept. Figure 1, for a fuselage integral fuel tank with carbon/epoxy 
skin, currently investigated, is based on the following features: 

- compartmentation of fuel tank 
- controlled damage and fracture of skin 
- redundant load path 

The centre fuselage fuel tank is divided by aluminium bulkheads and frames into several 
sections in longitudinal direction. Each section is designed to form three fuel compart- 
ments by the aluminium shear walls, air intake and tank floor panels. The carbon/epoxy 
skin with cocured frames and longerons is double riveted to the bulkheads, shear walls 
and tank floor. If a fuel compartment is impacted by a penetrator the carbon/epoxy skin 
on one side shall fracture at least at the rivets to reduce intense hydraulic ram pressu- 
res on internal structure. After failure of the load carrying skin a redundant load path 
by the tank shear walls, air intake and tank floor is provided. 
The outer fuel compartments also serve as a protection system for the air intake and inner 
fuel compartments using the excellent capability of fuel to decelerate penetrators. 
It is accepted, that part of the fuel is lost which mav result in mission abort, but pre- 
vents loss of the aircraft. 
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6. Investigation of battle damage tolerance 

To evaluate the damage mechanisms of fragment impact and hydraulic ram on the carbon/ 
epoxy skin of a fuel tank a firing programme was carried out. The aim of the tests was to 
determine the damage size in composite material and the magnitude of hydraulic ram presu- 
res. Furthermore means to reduce the hydraulic ram pressures and damage containment fea- 
tures should be investigated. 

6.1 Single fragment tests 

Imgact_box 

For single fragment tests an impact box made of 10 mm steel and 400 X 400 X 500 mm in 
size was used. On the front face of the box with a cut-out of 160 X 165 mm impact plates 
measuring 240 X 245 mm were fastened with 28 equally spaced 6 mm Hi Loks. To allow for the 
lower stiffness of a comparable aluminium structure the inner walls of the impact box were 
completely covered with 18 mm thick Rohacell foam. Through an orifice on top, the box was 
filled with water and, for some tests, with JP 4 fuel. The impact box is shown in Figure 2. 

Imgact_2lates 

The impact plates. Figure 2, were flat unstiffened panels 240 x 245 x 4.25 mm in size. 
They were made of 34 plies of ^arbon/epoxy prepreg Fibredux 914C/T300 with about 6% plies 
in 0°-, 24% in 90°- and 70% in - 45° -direction. For comparison 3 mm thick aluminium speci- 
mens made of 3.1364.4 (2024T3) vjere impacted. 

To reduce the magnitude of hydraulic ram pressures on the impact plates, several shock 
absorbing materials were evaluated. For some tests air-buffer foil. Figure 3, with diffe- 
rent size of air-buffers, and a rigid closed cell foam of 18 mm thickness was bonded to the 
back side of the impact plates. A sandwich specimen was manufactured with 6 mm NOMEX core 
bonded with 6 plies of carbon/epoxy fabric to the impact plate. Some tests were carried 
out with the impact box completely filled with a fibrous explosion suppression foam to 
prevent propagation of the hydraulic ram pressure front. 

Fra2ment_impact_garameters 

Cuboid fragments made of mild steel with a mass of 3.5 grams and 5.0 grams were fired 
from a 20 mm gun normal to the impact plate at a distance of 5 m. The test setup is shown 
in Figures 4 and 5. The impact velocity of the fragments was determined by two light 
screens. Figure 6, 665 mm apart and ranged from 540 to 1670 m/s. 

Hydraulic_ram_pressure_recordin2 

Three lithium niobate  pressure gauges were installed in the side wall of the impact 
box at distances of 212, 316 and 452 mm from the front face and 80 mm above the bottom. 
Figure 7. The pressure gauges protruded about 60 mm into the liquid. The signals from the 
pressure gauges were amplified by transient recorders and the pressure history was stored 
on a computer. 

Impact_test_recording 

The fragment impact on the impact plates was recorded by a LOCAM camera at 50 0 frames/ 
sec and a HYCAM camera at 8000 frames/sec. The cameras and the pressure recording were 
triggered when the fragment hit a contact foil 300 mm in front of the impact box. 

Damage_assessment 

The extent of damage in the impacted specimens was determined by ultrasonic and thermo- 
graphic inspection techniques and photomicrographs at three different locations from the 
impact hole. In addition compression specimens were cut out of some impact plates. 

6.2 Results of single fragment tests 

A total of twenty single fragment firings were performed against carbon/epoxy and alu- 
minium impact plates. Figure 8 tables some of the impact tests with fragments of 3.5 grams 
against the water filled impact box. The damage on the impacted carbon/epoxy plates is 
shown in Figures 9 to 32. 
A fragment of 3.5 grams impacting at a velocity of 541 m/s causes an impact hole of about 
15 mm. Figures 9 to 11. On the entrance side the first ply is peeled off for about 50 mm. 
Non destructive inspection showed a 15 mm circular delamination around the impact hole. 
At a fragment velocity of 1027 m/s the impact hole is about 15 mm and the first plies on 
the entrance side are delaminated and cracked. Figures 12 to 14. Ultrasonic and thermo- 
graphic inspection showed a circular delamination of about 40 mm in upper plies around 
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the impact hole and nearly complete delamination of inner plies. 
Figures 15 to 17 show the damage after impact of a fragment with 1666 m/s. The impact 
plate was heavily damaged and ruptured in transverse direction. Hydraulic ram pressure re- 
sulted in bolt head pull through and complete delamination of the impact plate. 

To reduce the damage on the impact plates by hydraulic ram pressures different shock- 
absorbing material was tested. Different sized air buffer foil and a  rigid closed cell 
foam was bonded to the back side of the impact plates. The damage to the impact plate 
with 30 mm air buffer foil is shown in Figures 18 to 20. The fragment at 1528 m/s caused 
a circular impact hole of 12 mm. On the entrance side, the upper plies are delaminated on 
a length of 50 mm and 20 mm in width. On the side of the impact plate delaminations star- 
ting at the bolts were found.  The damage inflicted by a fragment at 1647 m/s on an im- 
pact plate with 18 mm rigid closed cell foam bonded to the back side is shown in Figures 
21 to 23. The impact hole has a diameter of 12 mm. Delaminations of first plies on the 
entrance side are about 30 mm long and 20 mm wide. A circular 40 mm delamination around 
the impact hole was detected by ultrasonic and thermographic inspection. 
A sandwich impact plate with a Nomex core and six plies of graphite/epoxy fabric as outer 
skin was impacted by a fragment at a velocity of 1643 m/s. The impact hole had a diameter 
of 15 mm, Figures 24 to 26, and delaminations of first plies occurred at the entrance side. 
The outer skin and the honeycomb core were nearly completely destroyed. Delaminations 
starting at some bolts were found on one side of the impact plate. A comparison of all 
tests at fragment velocities of about 1650 m/s shows that damage size on the impact 
plates can be limited by the use of shock-absorbing material. Best results were achieved 
with close cell foam and sandwich type specimens. Hydraulic pressures inside the impact 
box were not affected by the use of shock-absorbing naterial and peak pressures recorded 
were about 3 5 MPa at a distance of 212 mm from the impact plate. 

To prevent the hydraulic ram pressure from propagation the impact box was completely 
filled with a fibrous explosion suppression foam. The damage on an unprotected impact 
plate, hit by a fragment at a velocity of 1653 m/s, can be seen in Figures 27 to 29. 
Hydraulic ram pressure caused bolt head pull through resulting in subsequent rupture of 
the impact plate. The impact hole is about 50 mm in size. The sides of the impact plate 
showed many large delaminations. 
In a further test with the foam filled impact box 30 mm air buffer foil was bonded to the 
impact plate. The damage caused by a fragment at 1625 m/s is shown in Figures 30 to 32. 
The impact hole was about 13 mm and delaminations of first plies on the entrance side 
were about 80 mm long and 40 mm wide. The side of the impact plate showed some delamina- 
tions starting at the bolts. 
Hydraulic ram pressure inside the impact box was largely reduced by the explosion sup- 
pression foam. Peak pressures measured ranged from about 11 MPa for the umprotected to 
20 MPa for the air buffer protected impact plate. The propagation of the hydraulic ram 
pressure wave along the fragment flight path was reduced considerably. 

6.3 Multiple fragment tests 

Multiple fragment impact on a fuel tank section can result in extensive damage due 
to the interaction of the individual damage mechanism of each fragment and the superpo- 
sition of hydraulic ram pressure. Additional structural damage can be caused by frag- 
ments which impact at a cavity and are not decelerated by the fi.el. To evaluate the da- 
mage by multiple fragment hits a test programme was established. 

Fuel_tank_section 

A simulated fuel tank structure 1000 mm wide and 500 mm high was manufactured of 5 mm 
thick steel. Figure 33. The longeron joints were made of aluminium and were representa- 
tive of a real fuel tank structure. A carbon/epoxy skin with cocured frames and longerons. 
Figure 34, and a carbon/epoxy sandwich skin with 14 mm Nomex core and cocured longerons 
were riveted to the steel tank structure. The skins were made of carbon/epoxy prepreg 
Fibredux 914C/T300 and had a thickness of 10 mm   at the longerons and of 3.5 mm in the " 
skin area for the cocured frame design, respectively of  1.6 mm for the outer and inner 
skin of the sandwich design. 

Fragmei2t_projecting_ device 

A fragment projecting device. Figure 35, was used for firing multiple fragments against 
the simulated fuel tank section. The fragment projector was made of a welded steel casing 
of interval dimensions 70 X 70 mm and 118 mm in length. The casing was filled with 750 
grams high explosive, which was ignited by a booster. The front face of the fragment pro- 
jector was of spherical shape and consisted of nine rows, each of nine fragments, adding 
up to a total of 81 fragments. The fragments were made of mild steel and had a mass of 
3.5 grams. 

The velocity of the fragments and the fragment hit density was determined by firing 
the fragment projector against a target plate 3.5 m away. Velocity was measured by means 
of two x-ray flashes at distances of 1100 mm and 2100 mm from the fragment projector. 
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Velocity ranged from 1600 m/s for the fragments in the middle to 1490 m/s for the outer 
ones. The fragment hit density was determined from the fragment  impacts on the target 
plate and was about 25 fragments per square meter at a stand-off distance of 5.0 m. 

Test_setug 

The fragment projector was fired at a distance of 5 m against the water filled fuel 
tank section. To determine the fragment hit density, a steel wall, 2 m X 2 m in size, was 
erected behind the impact section. Fragment impact was recorded by two Hycan cameras run- 
ning at 8000 frames/sec. Twelve lithium niobate pressure gauges were installed in the 
fuel tank section, four in each side wall and four in the rear wall, to record hydraulic 
ram pressures. A sketch of the test setup is shown in Figure 36. 

6.4 Results of multiple fragment impact tests 

The damage to the carbon/epoxy skin with cocured frames caused by the impact of 11 
fragments in the fluid is shown in Figure 37. Hydraulic ram pressure caused transverse 
rupture of the composite skin and frames  and parts of skin were blown off. At the side 
walls the skin failed by bolt head pull through and rupture. At the longerons controlled 
fracture of the skin at the upper row of rivets occurred, the longeron itself retained 
its load carrying capability. 

To absorb hydraulic ram pressures and to reduce the damage to the composite skin, 
air buffer foil was bonded to the skin between the frames. The damage resulting from the 
impact of 11 fragments into the liquid is shown in Figure 38. Hydraulic ram pressure 
caused traverse rupture of the skin and bolt head pull through and rupture at the side 
walls. Although fragment impact conditions and the distribution of hits were about the 
same, the damage to the protected skin was considerably smaller. 

The impact of 10 fragments to a fuel tank section with sandwich skin. Figure 39, re- 
sulted in nearly complete destruction within the honeycomb core area. The skin panel 
shows multiple ruptures in traverse direction and large parts of the skin were blown off. 
At the side walls the skin  failed at the interface of the honeycomb core and the solid 
laminate. The longerons remained undamaged. 

7. Conclusion 

Single fragment impact on carbon/epoxy plates results in a severe damage by hydraulic 
ram pressure. The damage size can be limited if shock-absorbing material is bonded to the 
back side of the impact plates. The use of fibrous explosion suppression foam prevents 
the propagation of hydraulic ram pressure and can help to protect the surrounding struc- 
ture. 

Multiple fragment impact on a simulated fuel tank section causes rupture and disin- 
tegration of the carbon/epoxy skin by the superposition of hydraulic ram pressure. The 
battle damage concept investigated allows for the fracture of the carbon/epoxy skin at 
the longerons to reduce hydraulic ram pressure to internal structure. The tests demon- 
strated, that fracture of the skin can be stopped at least at the rivets of the longerons 
and that longerons retained load carrying capability. 
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Figure 1: Battle damage concept for a fuselage integral tank 
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Figure 2: Impact box and impact plates with shock-absorbing material 

Figure 3: Impact plate with bonded air buffer foil 
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Figure 5: Impact test setup 

Figure 6: Close view of test setup 



Figure 7: Installation of pressure gauges 
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air buffer foil bonded to impact plate 

Figure 8: Single fragment impact parameters 
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Figure 9: Ballistic impact damage at entrance side (15380) 
m = 3.5g, v = 541 m/s 

Figure 10: Entrance side (15380) 

Figure 11: Exit side (15380) 
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Figure 12: Ballistic impact damage at entrance side (15381) 
m = 3.5g, v = 1027 m/s 

Figure 13: Entrance side (15381) 

Figure 14: Exit side (15381) 
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Figure 15: Ballistic impact damage at entrance side (15382) 
m =3.5g, v = 1666 m/s 

Figure 16: Entrance side (15382) 

Figure 17: Exit side (15382) 
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Figure 18: Ballistic impact damage at entrance side (15387) 
m = 3.5g, v =1528 m/s, air buffer foil 

Figure 19: Entrance side (15387) 

'.mm 
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Figure 20: Exit side (15387) 
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Figure 21: Ballistic impact damage at entrance side (15538) 
m = 3.5g, v = 1643 m/s, bonded closed cell foam 

Figure 22: Entrance side (15538) 

Figure 23: Exit side (15538) 
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Figure 24: Ballistic impact damage at entrance side (15537) 
m = 3.5g, v = 1643 m/s, bonded sandwich 

Figure 25: Entrance side (15537) 

Figure 26: Exit side (15537) 
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Figure 27: Ballistic impact damage at entrance side (15388) 
m = 3.5g, v = 1653 m/s, box filled with fibrous foam 

Figure 28: Entrance side (15388) 

Figure 29: Exit side (15388) 
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Figure 30: Ballistic impact damage at entrance side (15530) 
m = 3.5g, v = 1625 m/s, box filled with fibrous foam, 
air buffer foil bonded to impact plate 

Figure 31: Entrance side (15530) 

Figure 32: Exit side (15530) 
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Figure 33: Fuel tank section Figure 34: Carbon/epoxy skin with 
co-cured frames 

r 

Figure 35: Fragment projector 

5 m 
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fuel tank section 

Figure 36: Multiple fragment impact test setup 
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Figure 37: Ballistic impact damage to fuel tank carbon/epoxy 
skin with cocured frames and longerons 

Figure 38: Ballistic impact damage to fuel tank carbon/epoxy 
skin with cocured frames and longerons, 
protected with air buffer foil 

Figure 39: Ballistic impact damage to fuel tank carbon/epoxy 
sandwich skin 
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Impact Damage Effects and Computational Methods 
by 

A. Poth, F. Scharpf 
Industr ieanlagen-Betr iebsgesellschaft mbH, 

Ottobrunn, W. Germany 

ABSTRACT 

A special aspect in design technique of military aircraft is the investigation of the 
structural response to weapon loadings. 

One of the most critical loading in this field is the fragment impact on tank structu- 
res with respect to the hydraulic ram effect. 

For the analysis of structural response to combined impact and pressure wave loadings a 
numerical method is presented, modelling the fully threedimensional fluid structure 
interaction. Examples of application of Eulerian, Lagrangian and coupled Eulerian/Lagran- 
gian formulations are shown, demonstrating the facilities of numerical simulation. 

INTRODUCTION 

For the solution of technical problems the application of computational methods is beco- 
ming more and more popular, especially in the field of structural analysis. Basis for the 
propagation of these methods was the development of powerful and efficient hard ware and 
soft ware tools. The stage of development of computational methods enables an efficient 
support and partially even substituting of experimental methods, depending on the techni- 
cal complexity of the problem. 

Even in the sophisticated area of impact and penetration events numerical simulation is 
possible today. Special aspects in application in this field are shown subsequently. 

IMPACT DAMAGE EFFECTS 

In terminal ballistics impact damage effects result from the interaction between a pene- 
trator and a target structure within an extreme short duration. The essential phenomena 
of the physical event are the shock wave propagation, high rate and high pressure loa- 
ding, large plastic flow and different failure mechanisms e.g. erosion, shear instability 
and cracking. The contact force acting between penetrator and target depends on inner 
forces and forces of inertia in the neighborhood of the impact and is generally unknown. 

In many cases the primary damage like plastic flow and cratering due to the impact loa- 
ding does not lead to the failure of the hit structure. But by superimposing with the 
design loads the catastrophic level may be reached resulting in a structural collapse. 
Therefore particular emphasis has to be laid on the damage tolerance of structural mem- 
bers. 

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 

Codes suitable for the numerical simulation of impact events can be classified concerning 
to following criteria: 

Basic formulation 
Solution method 
Time integration 

Eulerian or Lagrangian 
Finite Difference or Finite Element 
Implicite or explicits 

Most of the codes in this field use an explicite integration scheme. Eulerian formula- 
tions are generally advantageous for large material flow phenomena, most of them using a 
Finite Difference scheme. Lagrangian codes are preferable for problems, where an accurate 
material modelling is necessary. Most of the Lagrangian codes are based on a Finite Ele- 
ment concept /I/. 

The key for a realistic simulation of the physical event is the availability of a natural 
model for the prefailure, failure and postfailure behaviour of the material at high rate 
and high pressure loading. Investigations of material behavior under such exheme condi- 
tions were strongly propelled by their necessity for the numerical simulation. Computa- 
tional methods have proved to be a helpful instrument for the verification of material 
models, therefore an increasing number especially for metallic alloys is available today. 

EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION 

Examples in this presentation are calculated with codes of the DYSMAS-family (DYnamic 
System Mechanics Advanced Simulation), developed in Germany /2/. The program-family con- 
sists of the codes DYSMAS/L, a FE-Lagrangian code, DYSMAS/E, a FD-Eulerian code, and 
DYSMAS/ELC, the coupled version of the two stand-alone programs, all for both 2D and 3D 
applications. 
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Blast wave loading 

A wide range of application of Eulerian codes is the calculation of the structural loa- 
ding. An example of a blastwave impacting a shelter door which is shielded by a mound is 
shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1 : Numerical Simulation of Blast Wave Impacting a Shelter Construction 
Above: Ground-Level Section (Top View) 
Below: Mid-Plane Section    (Side View) 

The velocity distribution of the threedimensional problem is shown at the arrival time 
of the blastwave at the door. This problem can be calculated purely Eulerian (with a 
rigid structure as a boundary condition) if the motion of the structure has only little 
effect on the loading during the calculated time. In this case the structure is stiff 
and small movements of the structure are not causing significant changes of the air pres- 
sure wave. The time history of pressure at the surface of the structure is recorded and 
can be used later as the loading function for design. 

An example of a shelter door loaded by air blast demonstrates the application of a La- 
grangian code. The Finite Element discretization of the shelter door is shown in Fig. 2. 
The door is loaded by the detonation of a bomb. The pressure functions were calculated 
sperately with the Eulerian code. 

The door opens due to underpressure caused by the reflected blast wave, illustrated by 
the displacement transient in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. Shelter Door, Finite Element Discretization 
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Fig 3 : Displacement Transient in z-Direction at the Lower Door Joint 

Impact Loading 

For the calculation of the accurate structural response to an impact loading the use 
of a Lagrangian code with a contact processor is advantageous. 

Difficulties arise in cases of complete penetration, where the target mesh has to be 
cut or opened. To overcome the numerical problems caused by large distortion of failed 
elements, sometimes the only way is to set up this problem in Eulerian description or 
to use a coupled code with an Eulerian target and a Lagrangian penetrator. 

At present there are models for the postfailure behavior of Lagrangian material by separa- 
ting elements or meshlines from each other, as the slide line model, the model for arbi- 
trary crack opening, or the erosion model. The latter model is demonstrated in the calcu- 
lation of the penetration of a two-plate target in Fig. 4 
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Fig. Penetration of a Two-Plate Target 

In this model  failed elements are erased dynamically. But the masses of the elements 
still remain in the system as single masses controlled by the contact processor and 
exchanging kinetic energy with surfaces henceforth. 

Combined Impact and Pressure Wave Loading 

Often the loading process acting upon a structure is not only caused by an external energy 
source but also influenced by the interactive response of the structure itself. In these 
cases it is not possible to run the Eulerian code for calculation of the response in 
succession. 

A wide field of application for coupled calculations are underwater explosions against 
ships. Fig. 5 shows a result of a numerical simulation of a torpedo shot against a frigate 
at a real time of about 60 msec. 
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Fig, 5 : Numerical Simulation of an Underwater Detonation against a Vessel 
Undeformed Structure 
Two Plane Sections Through the Gasbubble 
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f a structure against water causes high pressure due to the nearmost 
of water. A sudden motion of this structure in the other direction 

cavitation in the water with a pressure collapse. In the case of a tor- 
p structure locally moves very fast within the initial loading time, 
sponse is an interactive process, which means that a coupling processor 
nformation between fluid and structure within each time step. The 
ds the information about the actual position of the structure as a geo- 
ondition. The Lagrangian code requires forces depending on the actual 
tion at the submerged parts of the structural interface. 

If the motion of the structure is small a coupling model can be used, where the structure 
is only allowed to move within one row or column of the Eulerian grid. Such a model 
can be used to solve e.g. hydraulic ram problems with small structural movements. If, 
however, one has to calculate the penetration of a fragment through the wall of an air- 
craft tank, a coupling processor has to be chosen allowing arbitrary motion of the struc- 
ture like in the example above. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It was shown that even in the very complex field of structural response due to impact 
and pressure wave loading numerical solution technique is a worthwhile support to experi- 
mental investigation. More over the benefit of numerical simulation is not only to get 
an answer to a particular problem. Due to the complete information about the physical 
event in its dependency of space and time it is an irreplaceable instrument to gain a 
better understanding of the physical nature of impact damage effects. 
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BALLISTIC SURVIVABILITY CONSIDERATIONS FOR AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES 

by 

Thomas E.Hess 
Aircraft and Crews Systems Technology Directorate 

Naval Air Development Center 
Warminster, Pennsylvania 18974-5000 

United States of America 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents an overview of some structures development programs in which ballistic survivability was a design 
consideration. Some of these programs treated ballistic damage as a hole of a particular size, with no ballistic testing being 
performed. In the others, actual ballistic conditions, including hydraulic ram, were used and ballistic tests were performed. 
Most of the programs discussed here are fuselage programs, including postbuckling (tension field), but one wing program is 
also discussed. Some of these programs are still underway, but in the final stages of completion. 

PROGRAMS USING SIMULATED BALLISTIC DAMAGE 

All three programs in this group are fuselage programs. The center and aft fuselage are typical of patrol type aircraft 
structures, and the bismaleimide fuselage is typical of tactical aircraft structure. All three are integrally stiffened, cocured 
construction. 

The center and aft fuselage considered ballistic damage to be a 4-cm hole. The former was made from graphite/epoxy 
and used crack arrester strips as the primary method for containing damage and, thereby, providing survivability. The aft 
fuselage was made from a combination of materials, the stiffener caps being graphite/epoxy and the rest of the structure 
being Kevlar®/epoxy. SurvivabiUty was achieved here by the choice of materials and the fact that the loads are relatively low. 
The bismaleimide fuselage structure's intended use is for temperature regimes beyond that for which graphite/epoxy can be 
used, namely 350°F to 400°F. Here also crack arrester strips were used, but in this case the damage size was 20 cm. 

We need not dwell too much on these programs since the situation of simulated ballistic damage is not as interesting as 
that of actual ballistic conditions. 

However, these programs did demonstrate that fuselage structure can be designed in such a way that damage is 
contained within a local area and limit loads can be sustained with such damage. 

Figure 1 shows the design features of the center fuselage as described above. Crack arrester strips are placed in the skin 
as shown in figure 2. Figure 3 shows a test subcomponent under design ultimate load during static test. This was a 
postbuckled design, initial buckling planned for about 1/3 of limit load. The buckles in the test specimen are clearly visible, 
as are the crack arrester strips. Following successful static test to design ultimate load and two lifetimes of fatigue loading, 
damage was imposed by cutting a 4-cm hole and sUts in the structure. Load was reapplied until the damage propagated. The 
crack arrester strips successfully arrested the crack propagation, as shown in figure 4. This damage was repaired and another 
hole was cut, through a stiffener, shown in figure 5, Limit load was sustained in this case also. 

PROGRAMS USING ACTUAL BALLISTIC DAMAGE 

The programs in this category are two fuselage programs, a wing program and a program which investigated the 
behaviour of postbuckled fuselage structure under ballistic impact conditions. 

The first fuselage program in this group goes back several years, but was the first one in which actual ballistic conditions 
were considered. The design was a hybrid honeycomb sandwich. The faces contained graphite and glass in an epoxy matrix 
material, and the core was Nomex® honeycomb. This hybridization together with crack arrester strips provided survivability. 
A 2.5-cm hole, produced by a soUd fragment, was the threat. This was a dry bay and, therefore, hydraulic ram was not an 
issue. The ability of this design to arrest damage propagating from such a hole is shown in figure 6. An added characteristic 
of the hybrid face is that an early warning of crack propagation is provided by a lightening in color of the face material at the 
tip of the about-to-advance crack. A target vehicle fuselage section was built and installed as shown in figure 7. Extensive 
testing was performed which verified the survivability of this design to not only the threat mentioned above but also to 
damage induced in the form of large cutouts in the skin. 
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Figure 8 shows the features of an integral fuel tank design which contains two cells and wing carry-through bulkheads. 
This IS a stiffened graphite/epoxy structure which contains crack arrester strips and stitching at all the stiffeners A 
subcomponent, figure 9, was fabricated for testing, which has yet to be performed. This subcomponent is approximately 
1.2 m long, 0.8 m wide and 0.6 m high. One representative wing bulkhead is included. The objective here was to limit the fuel 
ingestion into the engine inlet to 10 gallons per minute following a 23-mm HEl encounter. Figure 10 shows the results of 
development ballistic tests performed in this program. The curved panel which was tested failed catastrophically as a result 
of the explosion of the 23-mm HEl within the fuel volume. This panel was the entrance face and represents the outer skin of 
the aircraft. Despite this disastrous faUure, it was determined that loss of one bay would not preclude safe return of the 
aircraft to its base. On the other hand, the exit panel, which represents the internal tank-inlet interface sustained only minor 
damage, as seen in figure 11. In another test, not shown here, a rubber coating was put on this panel and no penetration 
occurred. Even with the damage shown in figure 11, the 10 gallon per minute requirement was met. It should be noted that 
this tank was also designed for crashworthiness. 

Figures 12 and 13 show the results of 23-mm HEl testing of a composite wing box structure. In this graphite/epoxy 
design, stitching, crack arrester strips and buffer strips at fastener holes were used to achieve survivability The skins were 
designed to carry only torsional loads while bending is taken by the spars. The stitching in the skin forms a blow-out panel 
which was effective m relieving the hydraulic ram pressures, as seen in the figures. 

Finally, due to the increasing use of lightweight postbuckled structure in fuselage construction, a program was 
undertaken to investigate the resistance of such structure to baUistic impact. The test specimens were graphite/epoxy and 
some were graphite/bismaleimide. Figures 14 to 16 show typical damage encountered in the tests. A summary of results and 
conclusions are shown in figure 17. There was enough residual strength in aU cases for safe return of the aircraft. 

SUMMARY 

The work which has been done to date leads to the foUowing conclusions: 

(1) Hybrid materials are resistant to damage propagation and provide some visual warning of impending propagation. 

(2) Crack arrester strips are effective in containing damage. 

(3) Full-scale structures are more tolerant than expected from element tests. 

(4) Most structures are tolerant of holes up to 20 cm. 

(5) Hydraulic ram and blast pressures are more difficult to deal with and internal explosion appears to be the most 
senous. 
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Figure   1. Structural Design Features For Center Fuselage. 
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Figure   2. Placement Of S-Glass Crack Arrestment Strips. 
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Figure   3. Center Fuselage Subcompoment Under A Static Test (DUL). 

Figure   4. Arrested Cracl< In Center Fuselage. 
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Figure   5. Simulated Damage In Stiffened Structure. 
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Figure   6. Projectile induced Damage In Hybrid Fuseiage. 
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Figure   7. Hybrid Composite Fuselage Section With Crack Arrester Strips. 
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DEVELOP EFFICIENT LEAK RESISTANT INTEGRAL 
FUEL TANK COMPOSITE FUSELAGE STRUCTURE 

INCORPORATE DESIGN FEATURES TO SATISFY 
SURVIVABILITY AND CRASH RESISTANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SURVIVABILITY 

• CRACK ARRESTOR 
STRIPS 

• GR/EP - KEVLAR 
• STITCHING SAVINGS vs 

COMPOSITE W/BLADDER 

WT 23°o 
COSTS 2400 

DURABILITY/CRASH 

RESISTANCE 

BULKHEAD DESIGN 

PANEL DESIGN 

LEAK RESISTANCE 

EVALUATE SEALING 
CONCEPTS 

Figure   8. Composite Integral Fuel Tank. 

Figure   9. Integral Fuel Tanl< Composite Fuselage Structure. 
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Figure 10. Failed Graphite/Epoxy Curved Entry Panel. 

Figure 11. 23 mm HE! Projectile Tip Penetration. 
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Figure 12. Hydraulic Ram Test Box-Projectile Entrance Surface. 
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Figure 13. Hydraulic Ram Test Box-Projectile Exit Surface. 
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Figure 14. Hydraulic Ram Damage-Exit Side. 

Figure 15. Typical Spallation Damage In Secondary Structures. 
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Figure 16. Failed 12.5 x 12.5 In Shear Panel With Impact Damage From 1/2 In. Cube. 
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• Initial Buckling Not Affected By Damage 2 in. And Below 

• Degree of Buckling at Impact Did Not Influence Damage Size 

• Extent of Damage & Crack Propagation Can Be Predicted 

Figure 17. Conclusions From Postbuckling Structure Ballistic Tests. 
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